
Determination and quantitative description of hollow body in point cloud

Abstract

When volume 3d display system deals with point cloud da-
ta with hollow bodies, the hollow body area cannot be de-
termined correctly causing the lack of color information in
responding area. Existing researches lack a solution to deter-
mine hollow bodies. This paper firstly gives a quantitative
description of hollow body and defines a set of parameters
to describe size,shape,position of hollow bodies. Then this
paper proposes a voxel connectivity regional-growth hollow
body determination algorithm(VCRHD) to determine the
hollow bodies in 3D point cloud. The algorithm has two
phases. The first phase is to use a small amount of voxels
to realizes the voxelization of the point cloud and calcu-
late the approximate volume ratio of hollow bodies based
on the voxel connectivity regional-growth principle. Then
this paper uses the approximate volume ratio to determine
the optimal number of voxels based on the experimental re-
sult. The second phase is to use the optimal number of
voxels to determine the hollow bodies and calculate hollow
body parameters which is proved to be efficient and accu-
rate. In addition,this paper establishes a data set containing
287 different point cloud files in 7 different categories to test
algorithm. The experimental results prove the feasibility of
the algorithm. Finally,this paper analyzes the limitations of
the algorithm and looks forward to the application prospect
in the future.

Index Terms: Computing methodologies—Volumetric
models

1 Introduction

With the development of computer graphics,digital image
processing and other technologies,people demand more re-
alistic display effects. In real world, objects have 3D phys-
ical dimensions containing length,width and height. How-
ever,the majority of display technologies remain 2D display
technologies that satisfy some psychological depth cues but
lack depth information,which will lead to degeneration of
the functionalities of the human eyes’ depth,dynamics,and
parallax [1]. The human brain need to acquire information
completely consistent with the 3D real object which is called
3D information.

Volumetric 3D display enables a range of cues to depth
to be inherently associated with image content and permits
images to be viewed directly by multiple simultaneous ob-
servers in a natural way [2]. So volumetric 3D display is a sig-
nificant research direction of true 3D display. Recent years
there are many researches about volumetric 3D display. In
order to solve the problem of large-scale 3D display,Xiaoxing
Yan [3] and Yuan Liang [4] propose to construct a 3D enti-
ty sandbox display system. They firstly extract DEM data
from point cloud and then build the the sandbox model by
means of the mechanical structure. Then they install LEDs
on the mechanical structure to visually display various 3D

terrain,architecture and other scenes. Jin su Lee,Mu young
Lee,et al. [5] design a stereoscopic 3D monitor based on a pe-
riodic point source (PLS) structure using a multifocal lens
array (MFLA). They construct point lights emitted by the
multifocal lens array to form voxels of discrete 3D images
in the air. Jun Sun [6] studies a research on true three-
dimensional dynamic display algorithm of the array LED
three-dimensional display system and builds an array LED
three-dimensional display system.

However,such 3D display systems don’t do well when pro-
cessing data with hollow bodies such as building gates and
bridges. When data is transmitted to the system for dis-
play,the voxels used to display hollow bodies won’t receive
any color information because these area have no points. So
it can’t reproduce the original 3D scene and will serious-
ly affect the effect of the 3D display system. Therefore,if
we can accurately find each hollow body in the point cloud
and use the voxels of hollow bodies to simulate the color that
the human eye should observe through them, we can achieve
a more realistic three-dimensional display. Besides,the de-
termination of hollow bodies can help in CAD and surface
construction.

This paper proposes the concept of hollow body and stud-
ies how to solve the problem of hollow bodies in point cloud.
The contributions of the paper are as follows:

-This paper proposes the concept of hollow body. Then
this paper gives a quantitative description of hollow body
and defines a set of parameters to describe its characteristics.

-This paper proposes a novelty voxel connectivity
regional-growth hollow body determination algorithm to de-
termine the hollow bodies in point cloud. The algorithm
has two phases. The first phase is to use a small amount
of voxels to calculate approximate values of volume ratio of
hollow bodies. Then this paper uses the approximate value
to determine the optimal number of voxels based on our ex-
perimental result. The second phase is to use the optimal
number of voxels that divide the point cloud to determine
hollow bodies and hollow body parameters accurately and
efficiently.

-Considering the concept of hollow body is proposed for
the first time,there aren’t related experimental results to
make comparison. Therefore,this paper establishes a dataset
to verify the effect of the algorithm and provides a reference
for subsequent work.

2 Related works

There are similar researches to determine the boundary
of 3D point cloud and holes. The extraction method-
s of boundary in 3d point cloud can be divided into two
categories:methods based on grids and directly on points.
The methods based on the grids can identity the bound-
ary through the topological relationship between the grid-
s [7–12]. Yongtae Jun [8] firstly determine the seed bound-
ary point by the principle that one of the adjacent three
triangles of the boundary triangle mesh is empty and then
obtain the closed loop boundary edge by tracking. Xian-
feng Huang,Xiaoguang Cheng et al. [10] construct TIN grids
for point cloud. Then they initialize a maximum bound-
ary and gradually narrow the boundary edge by setting the



threshold of the length of edge. The methods directly based
on points firstly find the neighbors of each point and then
calculate the geometric properties of points such as normal
vector,density to determine the boundary [13–18]. Van Sin-
h Nguyen,Trong Hai Trinh,Manh Ha Tran [14] project the
point cloud into the two-dimensional grid on the xy plane
and obtain the point cloud boundary based on the number
of points in each grid and their adjacent grids. Fan LU,Song
Li et al. [18] project the point cloud on the plane and use
the inverse distance weight and the point cloud density to
determine boundary feature points. Shaoyan Gai,Feipeng
Da,Lulu Zeng,Yuan Huang [17] use a 2d phase map and the
adjacent area of each point to determine the boundary. Then
they use the row and column coordinates of the boundary
point to remove the contour points.

However,existing researches lack a solution to deal with
the determination of hollow bodies. They can only deter-
mine the boundary of point cloud or the holes. So this paper
gives a quantitative description of hollow body and proposes
the VCRHD algorithm to determine of hollow bodies.

3 Hollow body

The hollow body is an empty area which is surrounded by
points and has points above it. Besides it must connect
with the outer area of the model. We set y-axis as the height
axis,so the hollow body is an independent area that is closed
to the upper area in y-axis and connects with the outer area
in x-axis or z-axis direction. The regions that have no point
or a small number of points may belong to hollow bodies.
As shown in figure 1,the areas beyond the green boundaries
are six hollow bodies. In this paper,we propose the VCRHD
algorithm to find each hollow body in the point cloud and
define volume ratio,normal line,depth ration to describe their
size,position and shape.

3.1 Determination of the hollow body

3.1.1 Overview

The algorithm has two phases. The process of the two phas-
es are similar. The propose of the first phase is to use a
small amount of voxels to divide the point cloud and calcu-
late approximate values of volume ratios of hollow bodies.
The approximate value of volume ratio is used to calculate
the optimal number of voxels dividing the point cloud which
is more accurate and efficient based on the experimental re-
sult. In the second phase,the algorithm uses the optimal
number of voxels to determine the hollow bodies and calcu-
late the hollow body parameters accurately.The process of
the algorithm is as figure 2.

3.1.2 Voxelization of point cloud

After obtaining the preprocessed point cloud data,we first
rotate it through meshlab to adjust y-axis as its height
axis and then implement voxelization of the point cloud
according to the following rules.

Step 1:Determine segmentation parameter of voxelization
Calculate the range of point cloud in x,y,z axis as

range X,range Y,range Z and define min as the minimum
of the three number. Meanwhile,define k as division
parameter.dt=min/k. We find that the number of voxels
used to achieve the same accuracy is different for point
cloud data containing different volume ratios of hollow
body. So we summarize the rule in the experimental part.
Therefore k in the first phase is to ensure the model area
of point cloud is divided into 24000 voxels which is the
experimental result. And in the second phase we adjust k

Figure 2: Process of the VCRHD algorithm

to divide point cloud based on the optimal number of voxels.

Step 2: Define plane matrix and structure
Arrange voxels into a 2d matrix on the xz plane. The

x-axis represents column of the matrix and the z-axis repre-
sents row of the matrix. The size of matrix is as formula(2).

round(range Z ∗ k/min+2) ∗ round(range X ∗ k/min+2)
(1)

The reason for adding 2 is that points are only distributed
around the boundary of the entity and there are no points
inside the entity. Therefore,the wrong hollows inside the
model will also be determined as hollow bodies. So this pa-
per establishes a layer of voxels outside the minimum cube
bounding box and uses the number of voxels in non-model
area adjacent with each hollow body to filter out wrong hol-
low body inside the model.

This paper defines a structure grid for each region of
the matrix.Each structure contains an array containing
round(range Y/dt) voxels.The coordinates of the array
represent the height information.The schematic diagram is
as shown in Figure 3.

Step 3:Calculate position of points
After defining the voxels and the matrix structure, we

will calculate the location of each point.Assuming that the
coordinates of point i is (xi,yi,zi) and the minimum val-
ues in x axis,y axis,z axis are x min,y min,z min. So the
row,column,height of voxel which point i is located in are as
formula(3),(4),(5).

round((zi−z min)/(range Z/round(range Z/dt))+1 (2)

round((xi−x min)/(range X/round(range X/dt))+1 (3)



Figure 1: Bridge point cloud data with six hollow bodies

Figure 3: Voxel segmentation of the minimum cube bounding box

(a) (b)

Figure 4: An example of classification of voxels

round((yi − y min)/(range Y/round(range Y/dt)) (4)

3.1.3 Determination of the group of hollow body voxels

The rules for judging whether a voxel may belong to a hollow
body are as follows:

• The number of points it contains is less than the thresh-
old.

• There exists a voxel that doesn’t belong to any hollow
body above it.

So this paper first calculates the maximum height of each
grid of xz plane matrix. The voxels whose height is lower
than the maximum of its region belong to model area and
others belong to area outside the model. If a voxel in model
area contains less than threshold of points,we will put them
in a set Q for further process because they may belong to
hollow bodies. Figure 4-b is a schematic diagram of xy plane.
The red voxels belong to area outside the model. The green
and blue voxels belong to model area and blue voxels will be
put in set for segmentation.

3.1.4 Segmentation of the group of hollow body voxels

This paper separates the group of voxels based on connec-
tivity. Define the initial group number s as 1 and define a
group LK to store the voxels of each group. Then initialize
the label of voxels in group as 0.

Step 1:If the label of a voxel in group Q is 0, change its
label to s and put it into LK.

Step 2:We define the row,col,height of the voxel is r,c,h.
If the voxels whose position are (r+1,c,h),(r-1,c,h),
(r,c+1,h),(r,c-1,h),(r,c,h+1),(r,c,h-1) are in Q,change their
labels to s and put them into LK.

Step3:Repeat step 2 when new voxels are put into LK
until we can’t find adjacent voxels.Add s to 1 and clear Lk
to store next group of voxels and repeat step1 until all the
voxels in Q have been processed.

3.1.5 Determination of correctness of hollow bodies

For all groups separated,we use following rules to determine
whether these groups are correct.

• Size of hollow body

Some groups contain a small number of voxels indicat-
ing that the proportion of the area is small. So this
paper filters out these groups by defining volume ratio
between hollow bodies and the model as a threshold.

• Connectivity of hollow body

The results contains wrong hollow bodies inside the
model which is caused by the feature of point cloud.
This paper uses the number of non-model voxels adja-
cent with each hollow body as the other threshold.

The process of step 2 and step 3 is as figure 5.
At last,this paper traverses all the points in the point

cloud data to determine the boundaries of each hollow body
by the space position.

3.2 Hollow body parameter

This paper defines a set of parameters containing volume ra-
tio,normal equation,depth ratio of hollow bodies in order to
accurately describe their characteristics for further research.
The first phase of the algorithm just need to calculate the
volume ratio while the second phase of algorithm calculate
all the three parameters.

3.2.1 Volume ratio

This paper defines the result that volume of hollow body
divides by volume of model as the volume radio in order to
describe the size of each hollow body.

We assume the volume of the model is V and the volume
of hollow body i is Si,so the volume ratio of hollow body i
is Si

V
. The parameter ranges from 0 to 1.However we can’t

calculate the accurate volumes of model and hollow bodies in



Figure 5: Process of hollow body determination

point cloud because of the variability and irregularity of the
point cloud data. Therefore,we obtain the approximation of
each volume ratio by calculating the result that the number
of voxels in each hollow body divide by the number of voxels
in model area.

3.2.2 Normal equation

This paper defines the normal equation of the hollow body
in order to describe the position of each hollow body.

We calculate the normal equation of the hollow body by
slice method and it represents the direction of the hollow
body extension. For the hollow body i,we first calculate the
mean coordinates of the voxels that make up the hollow body
and name it as the gravity point Gi. We assume the voxel
set belonging to hollow body i is Ti={a1,a2. . . an−1,an}.

In the voxel structure,i represents the row of matrix,j rep-
resents the column,h represents the height,di represents the
spacing of row,dj represents the spacing of column,dh rep-
resents the spacing of height.The coordinate of Gi is formu-
la(6).

( X min + (

∑n

t=1
at.j

n
− 0.5) ∗ dj , Y min +

(

∑n

t=1
at.h

n
+ 0.5) ∗ dh, Z min + (

∑n

t=1
at.i

n
− 0.5) ∗ di)(5)

Then,we use the slice method to slice the yz plane and
the xz plane and calculate the row and column of voxel-
s belonging to the hollow body i that appear at the first
time or the last time. We assume the voxel set whose row
equals the first row of the model area in hollow body i is
Ri={r1,r2. . . rm−1,rm} and the coordinate of Hi is as for-
mula(7).

( X min+ (

∑m

q=1
rq.j

m
− 0.5) ∗ dj , Y min+

(

∑m

q=1
rq.h

m
+ 0.5) ∗ dh, Z min+ 0.5 ∗ di) (6)

Figure 6: An example of normal line of hollow body

Otherwise,We assume the voxel set whose row equal-
s the last row of model area in hollow body i is
Ni={b1,b2. . . bf−1,bf} and the coordinate of Hi is as for-
mula(8).

( X min+ (

∑f

q=1
bq.j

f
− 0.5) ∗ dj , Y min+

(

∑f

q=1
bq.h

f
+ 0.5) ∗ dh, Z min+ (w − 0.5) ∗ di) (7)

Similarly,we can also calculate the midpoint of the first
column and the last column of the hollow body i. If the
hollow body has midpoints in both boundary surfaces,we
use the gravity point and the midpoint in the first row or
first column of hollow body to calculate the normal equation.

For hollow body i,we use the gravity point Gi and the sur-
face midpoint Hi to calculate the normal line. The equation
of the normal line is as formula(9) and the direction vector
is as formula(10).

x−Hi.x

Gi.x−Hi.x
=

y −Hi.y

Gi.y −Hi.y
=

z −Hi.z

Gi.z −Hi.z
(8)

(Gi.x−Hi.x,Gi.y −Hi.y, Gi.z −Hi.z) (9)

If the hollow body connects with the space outside the
model in both directions, we will define the direction that has
a bigger depth ratio which is the next parameter as the main
direction of the hollow body. The hollow normal equation
can represent the space position of the hollow body. An
example is shown in Figure 6. The line through HG is the
normal line and the the direction of the normal line is from
H to G.

3.2.3 Depth ratio

This paper defines depth ratio of each hollow body in order
to describe the shape of the hollow body. The parameter
ranges from 0 to 1. When the parameter approaches 0,it
means the hollow body is very shallow. When the param-
eter equals 1,it means the hollow body is full penetrative.
The calculation of the depth ratio depends on the normal
of the hollow body. We assume the maximum of the point
cloud in x-axis is x max,the minimum in x-axis is x min,the
maximum in z-axis is z max and the minimum in z-axis is
z min.For each hollow normal equation,if it is extended a-
long the z-axis,we set z=z min and z=z max and calculate
the distance Smaxi between the two points. And then we



(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7: Test data

set formula(11) and calculate the distance Srow between the
two points.

z = z min+ (first row − 1) ∗ di
z = z min+ last row ∗ di (10)

If the normal is extended along the x-axis,we set x=x min
and x=x max and calculate the distance between the two
points Smaxj . And then we set formula(12) and calculate
the distance between the two points Scol.

x = x min+ (first col − 1) ∗ dj
x = x min+ last row ∗ dj (11)

If both directions have a normal line,we will take max
{ Srow
Smaxi

, Scol
Smaxj

} as depth ratio of the hollow body and the

normal line in this direction will be the normal of the hollow
body. If there only exists a normal line in one direction,then
the corresponding distance ratio Srow

Smaxi
or Scol

Smaxj
will be the

depth ratio of the hollow body.

4 Experiment

We can’t calculate the accurate volumes of model and hollow
bodies in point cloud because of the variability and irregu-
larity of the point cloud data. Therefore,this paper chooses
to establish several sets of point cloud data with differen-
t sizes and shapes of regular hollow bodies. We calculate
their accurate volumes to test the optimal number of voxels
to process the point cloud data with different sizes of hollow
bodies.

We divide the test data into three groups according to the
shape of the hollow body.The schematic diagram of the test
data is shown in Figure 7. After the calculation of different
values of k,the results are counted. The experiment finds
that when the number of voxels that divide the model is close
to 24000, 60000, 100000, 150,000,and 200000, the results are
more representative. The experimental results are shown in
Figure 8.

After analyzing the experimental results,we find that the
relationship between the number of voxels and the volume
ratio V can be defined as a discrete function when we want to
achieve 95% correct rate of the volume ratio as formula(15).

S =


24000 V ≥ 0.5
60000 0.35 ≤ V < 0.5
100000 0.25 ≤ V < 0.35
150000 0.1 ≤ V < 0.25
200000 V < 0.1

(12)

The different choices for each interval can make the algo-
rithm achieve the correct rate of more than 95%. If we add
to the number of voxels,the correct rate will not have a sig-
nificant improvement but the processing time will be greatly

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 9: First phase result of European building point cloud

increased. So we use this discrete function as the basis for
the subsequent determination of the hollow bodies.

For the data to be processed,we will first set the initial
value of the number of voxels to 24000 and calculate the
approximate value of the volume ratio of each hollow body.
Then we use the smallest ratio and point cloud density which
must ensure the distance between adjacent points is bigger
than the length of side of voxels to calculate the optimal
number of voxels that divide the point cloud. Figure 9 is
the result of first phase of European building point cloud
data and figure 10 is the second phase result.

Considering the concept of hollow body is proposed in this
paper for the first time, we can’t make comparision with pre-
vious research. Therefore,this paper establishes a data set
of 287 point cloud data from various 3D model websites and
3d reconstruction to verify the effect of the algorithm. The
data set can be divided into seven types containing natural
landscape,metal component,indoor furniture,jewelry sculp-
ture,bridge,building and test data. Because there are usual-
ly only a few key points in a surface in 3d models,this paper
uses the Loop subdivision surface [19] and the Catmull-Clark
subdivision surface [20] through meshlab to achieve the up-
sampling of the 3D model to form a point cloud file. We will
find more point cloud data with hollow bodies in further
work and the website is under construction.

After experimenting with the 287 experimental data,this
paper compares the results with the calibrated hollow bod-
ies. The results show that 236 data are successfully judged
and 51 data fail.The correct rate is 82.2%.Some results are



Figure 8: Experimental results of different number of voxels

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 10: Second phase result of European building point cloud

as figure 11 12.
There are several reasons why the algorithm fails to pro-

cess:

• For some data with complex components such as pat-
terns,the density of points in the pattern part is high
and this will increase the density of the whole point
cloud.So it may cause the algorithm to cause errors
when estimating the optimal number of voxels that di-
vide the minimum cube bounding box.

• For the point cloud data obtained through 3D recon-
struction,if the effect reconstruction is bad causing large
holes appeared in the point cloud,the algorithm will fail
to determine the correct hollow body.

5 Conclusion

Considering the display limitation of volumetric 3d dis-
play,this paper proposes the concept of hollow body. This
paper gives a quantitative description of hollow body and
defines a set of parameters containing volume ratio,normal
line,depth ratio to describe their size,position and shape.
Then this paper proposes a novelty VCRHD algorithm to
accurately determine the hollow bodies in point cloud. Be-
cause there aren’t related work to deal with the hollow body
before, this paper establishes a data set containing 287 dif-
ferent point cloud files to test algorithm and to be used as
a reference for follow-up studies. The algorithm may be af-
fected by the noisy points and holes in the point cloud which
need to be improved in further research.

Accurately defining the hollow body can help subsequent
work. Further reserach can realize a more realistic three-
dimensional display by simulating the visual experience ob-
served by the human eye through the hollow body and can
help in CAD or surface construction. We hope researchers in
these areas can benefit from the application of hollow body.
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